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Keeping my Best Friend is the fifth and final book in the Fated Series by Hazel Kelly.Lucy's
happiness is off the charts after the wedding, but in the back of her mind, she craves a sign that
Aiden's as serious about her as she is about him. Will he be able to convince her that his feelings
will last?**Warning: This new adult romance series contains adult situations and mature content.
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This was a very nice love story between Lucy and Aiden, however the story was incomplete. What
happened to Fiona's character? did their businesses get off the ground? Why wasn't Fiona also
saving her money? She was also a hairstylist like Lucy, smithy was she immediately broke after she
was fired? Was her former boss prosecuted, and what was the nature of his illegal
activities/businesses? This story, as is could have been told in one book, and priced at perhaps
$5.99. Instead, the first book in the series was free, and each subsequent book was $2.99 each. So
essentially I paid double what books of this nature should cost. A nice story, but again, not worth the
$12 price tag !

I really liked the mini book and the whole series. However, each book is really short like a novella
and to much money to buy one at a time. It's not a good enough book for 10 which is what the
whole thing came out to be in the end. Lesson learned.

Lucy and Aiden made awesome characters in this story. Their transition from friends to lovers
included some very realistic problems and some very humorous ones. The secondary characters
added humor and drama. I liked almost everything about this story except sometimes the author
inserts some truly bizarre phrases in this story. I don't want to give examples because I feel it is
inappropriate for me to give up any of the story. Some of the character's thoughts were downright
oxymoronic. Also, the sex scenes revolved around the oral side too much and were a bit repetitious.
I appreciate the difficulty of making a love scene sexy but these scenes needed some loving.I'm
glad I stuck with the series even though I still have issues with the way the different parts of the
story were broken up. I would have paid about six dollars for the entire series. It doesn't make my
favorites list but it was enjoyable. You have to begin with #1 or the story will make no sense. Worth
the read.Happy reading my fellow bookworms!

I cannot get enough of the rapid fire dialogue in Hazel Kelly's books! This one was no exception,
with some truly entertaining and sometimes endearingly snarky exchanges between Lucy and her
roommate and, of course with her love, Aiden. Ms. Kelly should write for television, I'd probably
watch it more if she did. This book was unique among the other four books in the Dates series
because in this book tjevteo main characters don't spend that much time together. We watch them
deal separately with twists and turns that occur in their respective lives while they come to terms
with their new relationship. The series ends in grand style with dreams and ambitions fulfilled -- and
one of the hottest scenes I've ever seen in Hazel Kelly's books. Two enthusiastic thumbs up!!

I'm hoping that most of you know that this is the last book in the Fated Series, and I have to tell you
that with what I have read so far I honestly love it and I hope you will too.We start off in this book
with Lucy coming back from Aiden sister's wedding and with the look of her face you can tell that
things happened between her and Aiden during the weekend. Now that Aiden has forgiven Lucy
everything seems to be going well and now that Aiden is fully informed with why the police wanted
to speak to her he can't hide how upset he is that things got that bad at Lucy's work.As Lucy
prepares to go to work on the Monday morning the last thing that she was expecting was to be
turning away clients as the salon has been closed until further notice, so when she does head back

to her apartment and lets Fiona know what's happened they both end up going into a little bit of a
depression mode but that's only because now they have to look for another job instead of nearly
getting to have the chance of opening up her own. When Aiden does next speak to Lucy he is
honestly shocked that she didn't tell him sooner about not being able to work at the salon anymore,
so when he is looking at the two properties that he is considering buying, he can't help but want to
try and help Lucy get her own dream too.Will Lucy realise that Aiden is only trying to help her
because of how much she makes him happy and will she accept his help when she is given the
chance to live her dream. And will their new found relationship be worth the risk or will it damage
everything they've ever known.This is an amazing series, one that you really don't want to miss out
on. Hazel Kelly you have really outdone yourself this time, keep up the amazing writing you do.

I am completely head over heels in love with this series!!!Adien just might very well ruined me for
other men. He blew my mind in this book. I will not lie....I got chocked up in this book.Lucy...I just
love her. She told her secret and I am so proud of her. She is strong!I can't stop smiling.....and I am
totally blaming Hazel Kelly.

Some authors enjoy writing dialogue with a lot of emotive descriptors. E.g., "I hate your shoes,"
Jane said with anger. Or, "why didn't you vomit in the toilet like a normal person?," Annabelle
whined. This (at least to me) is the kiss of death for a fun dive into fiction. Most of the time, quick
dialogue is a conversation between two people and the back and forth should not be stagnated by
reinforced adjectives. Kelly is excellent at conveying these adjectives within the conversation. No
extra explanations necessary.As to the story itself, it was good. I liked that both the main players
had weaknesses (even if it made me want to slap them at times), because that is so much more
genuine. The love story is great, the sexy times are fun, and the HEA made me happy. I do wish
there was an epilogue, but I always want my "where are they now?"
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